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mentioned as living in Vilnius in 1752 (Paknys, 2001, p. 57). Then an apprentice under the famous organ 
master Gerhardt Arendt Zelle, he worked at the new organ for the Church of Evangelical Lutherans. In 
1753, Jantzon married his master’s daughter Anna Elisabeth (Paknys, ibid.) probably trying to establish 
himself in the trade of organ building in Vilnius. In 1761, when his father-in-law died he could have taken 
over his workshop.xxi In 1764, Jantzon took an oath of allegiance before the magistrate and became a 
Vilnius citizen (Urbanavi ius, 2005, p. 338). His son Friedrich Samuel (1764–1842?) was also an organ 
builder, while his other son, (1763–1804) was a famous goldsmith in Vilnius (Laucevi ius et al., 2001, p. 
220, 337–338). 

Nicolaus Jantzon’s legacy – the grand Baroque organ – is an important part of the organ heritage. 
Recently, newly discovered names of forgotten masters were added to the history of the organ building in 
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania Therefore, a new controversy arose over the authorship of organs in 
Tytuv nai and Trošk nai that had been attributed to N. Jantzon. The authorship of part of the instruments 
attributed to Jantzon has not been fully established because of the lack of surviving church records. I’ve 
attributed to Jantzon the organ in Tytuv nai and hypothetically the instruments in the Cathedral and the 
Church of St John in Vilnius besides the ones in the Bernardine churches in Vilnius, Trošk nai and Budslaw 
that have documented authorship. Unfortunately, only fragments of many of the instruments attributed to 
Jantzon have survived, while some of them have been destroyed. In order to rebuild the organs made by 
Jantzon in the Bernardine churches in Vilnius and Trošk nai it is possible to draw on the rather well 
preserved instruments in Tytuv nai and Budslaw, and on the surviving fragments in the churches in 
Linkuva and Šimonys.xxii 

Drawing on the results of research into Jantzon and his associates, I would like to attribute 
hypothetically the instrument in the church in Joniškis (Mol tai District) to him. It was built for the Church 
of St Nicholas of the order of Bernardine sisters around 1770 and after the church was closed in 1886, it 
was transferred to Joniškis. No direct proof about the exact date of the organ’s construction and the organ 
builders has been discovered in the archival records, but it was undoubtedly built by Vilnius masters. The 
wind chests, similarities in the façade and wooden pipes in the organs in Joniškis and Linkuva allow to 
attribute it to Jantzon. It is impossible to establish the builder by the architectural composition since the 
composition type of the organ in Joniškis was used by other masters of the Late Baroque of the Vilnius 
School. However, the organ in the church in Joniškis is one of the oldest of the surviving instruments with 
such architectural structure. This architectural composition is found in instruments of the mid-eighteenth 
century in the environs of Königsberg: in the church in Caymen (present Zaretchje in the Kaliningrad 
region; Ger. Caymendorf, Kaymen; Lith. Kaim , Kaimis, Kaimiai; mid-18th c., master unknown) as well as 
in the positivexxiii of the organ in the Neurosgärten church in Königsberg built by Georg Sigismund Caspari 
in 1737 (Boettticher, 1891–1898, p. 243). Keeping in mind that at that time Gerhardt Arendt Zelle, a 
Vilnius master, worked under Caspari and later, in his turn, Zelle later taught Jantzon, the use of the 
architectural model of the organ in the Church of St Nicholas in Vilnius (later transferred to Joniškis) could 
be linked to Jantzon. 

In the second half of the eighteenth century, Jantzon was the most distinguished organ master in 
Vilnius. Between 1764 and 1766, and in 1768, he built two organs for the Bernardine Church in Vilnius. It 
could be surmised that because of this connection he could have received a commission for the organ in 
the Church of St Nicholas of Bernardine sisters around 1770. His later works – the organs in Trošk nai, 
Tytuv nai and Budslaw churches – testify to Jantzon’s collaboration with the Bernardine convent. Since 
the convent was under the jurisdiction of the Vilnius Bernardine administration, Jantzon’s authorship of the 
organ in the Church of St Nicholas is likely.  

Similarities between the surviving fragments of the organ in the church in Linkuva attributed to 
Jantzon and the instrument in Joniškis can be noticed. The construction of the wind chests in both 
instruments is similar: in the organ in Joniškis, the sliders of the wind chest are linked with wooden 
couplers and fixed with thick wooden pins, while the ends of the sliders in the old organ in Linkuva have 
analogous wide holes. The openings in the pallets of the wind chests in both instruments are also almost 
of the same length, about 33–35 cm (these are rather long pallets). 

Reconstruction concept of the Jantzon’s organ in the Bernardine Church in Vilnius  
The organ in the Bernardine Church in Vilnius, one of the first instruments by Nicolaus Jantzon, was built 
between 1764 and 1766. All that has survived of the organ is the façade that was expanded at the end of 
the nineteenth century. Although the original pipes, action system or bellows have not survived it is 
possible imagine what the instrument looked like from an eighteenth archival document that described the 
organ in detail All the surviving parts behind the Baroque façade were built by the organ master Juozapas 
Radavi ius at the end of the nineteenth century. The reconstruction of this instrument will require 
dismantling those parts that later can be used building a new organ with a new façade in the style 
characteristic of Radavi ius. 

Organ Façade. The façade of the Bernardine Church in Vilnius is almost identical with the 
instrument in the church in Linkuva, only larger. At the end of the nineteenth century when the organ of 
the monks gallery, which stood behind the grand altar, was moved to the present gallery the façade was 
expanded adding square side flats. The expression box of the second manual was mounted on the top of 
the central part. When the console on the right side of the organ was dismantled, the carvings that 
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important not only in Lithuania, Belarus, Latvia, Poland and Ukraine; they could have influenced indirectly 
the history of organ building in Denmark and Norway.  

It is difficult to speak about whether the organs built by the masters of the Vilnius school could 
have influenced in any way eighteenth-century organ music composed in Lithuania. Or vice versa – 
whether organ music written at that time might have made any impact on the building of instruments as 
only fragments of manuscripts of such music from that time have survived. However, the restored and 
recreated organs built by Nicholaus Jantzon, the most distinguished master of the school and his followers 
reveal at least part of the musical life of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and may encourage to continue 
studies of the organ heritage by a wider circle of experts. 

Endnotes 
i Among the privileged Königsberg organmasters are mentioned Johann Josua Mosengel (1663–1731), Georg Sigismund 

Caspari (Caspar, 1693–1741) and Adam Gottlob Casparini (1715–1788). All of them were associated with the famous 
family of organmasters Trosts from South Germany. For example, G. S. Caspari and Mosengel were the apprentices of 
one of most prominent German organmaster Johann Tobias Gottfried Trost (~1650–1719 or 1722), A. G. Casparini 
was an apprentice of Heinrich Gottfried Trost (1681–1759, son of mentioned J. T. G. Trost) (according to Friedrich, 
1989, p. 16–17; Renkewitz et al., 2008, p. 20, 456). 

ii It should be noted that the significant organbuilding schools of Stockholm and Linköping were established under the 
influence of the Königsberg school in the first half of eighteenth century.  

iii There is no possibility to mark the concrete date pointing the end of the Baroque and Classicism period in Lithuanian 
organbuilding art. Therefore a point of interface of Baroque and Romantic organs was chosen: the obvious stylistic 
modification in the instruments’ disposition and façades’ composition appears in the middle of 19th c. Secondly, the 
dates 1740 and 1840–1850 were chosen on the basis of the first and last known Baroque instruments attributed to 
the masters of the Vilnius school were built in the area. 

iv If we assume that Zelle’s origins were linked with Ostfriesland, then he could be a relative to Christian Zell, who in 
1741 made a harpsichord for Ostfriesland Duke (Vogel et al., 1995, p. 141). Secondly, a nameless Zell is mentioned in 
the environment of famous South Germany (present-day North France) organmaster Johann Andreas Silbermann 
(Schaefer, 1994, p. 251). And thirdly the origin may be linked with town Celle (about 40 km from Hanover) based on 
the different records because in archival documents we find two versions of last name: Zelle and Celle. It should be 
recalled that various Lithuanian organmasters in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries had associated their name with 
the location. For example Merten FRIESE (from Ostfriesland), Johann GOLANDER (from Holland), Johann Preuss (from 
Prussia).  

v According to Renkewicz and Janca, Gerhardt Arendt Zelle built the organ in Neidenburg (present-day Nidzica, Poland) 
in 1732 under the direction of G. S. Caspari (Renkewicz et al., 1984, p. 234). 

vi The author of the article takes a notice of the analogous pronunciation and spelling the surnames Zelle and Scheel 
(Cel, Cel , elis, Szel, Šelis) and in Lithuanian and Polish historiography was interpreted as one family. 

vii It is not clear that Scheel was from Mecklenburg, such as the name is not listed among Mecklenburg organbuilders. 
However in the territory of present-day Thuringia (Germany) an organmaster Johann Friedrich Scholl was mentioned 
in the second half of eighteenth century (Pape, 2009, p. 263). Also known an active organmaster Johann Wilhelm 
Scholer (1723–1793) in South Germany (Rodeland, 1991). 

viii The master’s life dates are unknown. 
ix In 1764 Jantzon swore the citizenship to Vilnius Magistrate and became the real Vilnius citizen (Urbanavi ius, 2005, p. 

338). 
x Jantzon’s son Paul (1763–1804) was a great Vilnius goldsmith (Laucevi ius et al., 2001, p. 220, 337–338). In the 

records of Vilnius Lutheran community among Jantzon’s children are mentioned: Anna Elisabeth (1755–1769), Regina 
Barbara (1756–?),Johann Arendt (1758–1801), Nicolaus Beniamin (1760–1764), Ludovica Susanna (1762–1762), 
Friedrich Samuel (1764–1842?), Maria Dorothea (1766–?), Paul Nicolaus (1768–1807), Johanna Catharina (1770–
1801), Anna Helena (1772–?), Johann Michael (1775–1779). 

xi The author of the article has discovered a record Jula 4. ped 1765 In Wilda on the organ pipe of Jula register in 
Pasiene church. Wilda in ancient German was called Vilnius. 

xii An organ in Ró anystok church (present-day Poland) is attributed to Nicolaus Jantzon also (Smulikowska, 1989, p. 
124). 

xiii The organ in the Bernardine church in Lvov (Ukraine) was investigated and the data were gathered during 
expeditions researching all surviving baroque organs attributed to the Vilnius school and its most distinguished master 
Nicolaus Jantzon in Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Belarus, and Ukraine in 2011 Spring and Summer. The scientific 
expeditions were made under the Postdoctoral Fellowship at Lithuanian Culture Research Institute, funded by 
European Union Structural Funds project ”Postdoctoral Fellowship Implementation in Lithuania” within the framework 
of the Measure for Enhancing Mobility of Scholars and Other Researchers and the Promotion of Student Research 
(VP1-3.1-ŠMM-01) of the Program of Human Resources Development Action Plan. 

xiv In the catalogue by the author there are represented over 120 organs that were examined personally. There was 
made the research in nature and collected the historiography information and archival material according author’s 
means. The stop lists of Lithuanian Baroque organs show the variety and uniqueness of this instrument (Gir nas 
Povilionis catalogue published in Lithuanian with English Introduction: Vargondirbyst s menas Lietuvoje: nuo baroko 
iki klasicizmo. Vargon  katalogas. XVII a.–XIX a. pirmoji pus  [Lithuanian Art of Organbuilding: from Baroque to 
Classicism. Organ Catalogue. 17th c.–1st half of the 19th c.] Vilnius, 2009). 
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xv It is known that Vilnius masters L. Klimowicz and J. Olszynski have built the instruments with two manuals also (not 
survived). 

xvi It is the most specific and very often register in Lithuanian Baroque organs and matches the registers Gemshorn and 
Spitslöte. The variants of records are Jula, Iula, Julla, Julia, Jólla, Jola, Julia, and the pitch amplitude is very wide: 8’, 
4’, 2 ’, 2’, 1’. However it should be noted that the name Jula is found only in East Prussia organs: register Jula 8’ 
was in Königsberg Cathedral (organ by Mosengel, 1721) (Schaefer, 1994, p. 176) and Evangelical church in 
Heiligenbeil (organ by Preuss) (Renkewitz, 1984, p. 113). In German organs we may find Julaquinte that is absolutely 
different register. 

xvii It is something similar to romantic register Vox Coelestis. In Latin “unda maris” means “sea wave”. This register has 
survived in the organs, attributed to Vilnius masters, in Pasiene (Latvia, 1765), Dapšionys (1801), V žai iai (1804), 
Vidsodis (~1807) and other churches. Revording variants: Undamaris, Unda Maris, Undemaris, and Undamarys. 

xviii This register has survived in the Tytuv nai, Budslaw, Joniškis organs. For the first time in Lithuania this register is 
mentioned in the beginning of seventeenth century in the organ by unknown master in Bernardine church in Vilnius 
and in the organ (1647) by Gdansk master Merten Friese in Brigites church in Grodno (Hrodno, present-day Belarus). 

ixx It is believed that the name of this register has come with Gdansk and Königsberg tradition. 
xx The combination of these registers has survived in Tytuv nai church organ by Jantzon, also the are found in one 

manual organ in Žermal  church (1839), other organs in Naujasis Daug liškis, Kantau iai, Nevar nai, Židikai and other 
churches. 

xxi Arendt Gerhardt Zelle’s sons were rather young (around 20), they did not have the necessary qualifications, therefore 
it is not likely that they headed the workshop. 

xxii At the beginning of the 20th century, the organ in the church in Trošk nai was dismantled, leaving only the façade 
with the pipes standing there. Instead of Jantzon’s instrument a new one with two manuals, pedals and 17 registers 
was installed (it is believed that it was built by the Vilnius master J. Radavi ius). Parts of the old instrument were 
given to the Šimonys parish and in 1921, a new instrument was made from them. 

xxiii It was found only in one instrument by G. S. Caspari; part of the façades made by him might have been similar but 
have not survived. 

xxiv LVIA – Lietuvos valstyb s itorijos archyvas [Lithuanian State History Archive]. 
xxv MAB RS – Moksl  akademijos biblioteka, Rankraš i  skyrius [Lithuanian Science Academy Library, Manuscript 

Department]. 
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